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Luxury brands should look
beyond the 40-plus crowd
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Luxury brands have historically looked to a single target
for sales growth in the United States: adults ages 40-

plus with annual household incomes of more than
$250,000. The problem is, this segment is spending

less on top-tier products.

This is not to say that they are making less money, but economic uncertainties have

caused this 40-plus crowd to pull back on nice-to-have purchases. Plus, this crowd is a

been-there, done-that group: they have lots of watches and jewelry.

Now, those who are still spending are more interested in the bragging rights that accrue

from finding a great deal rather than throwing cash at the latest designer car.
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To ensure continued brand health, luxury brands need to take these demographic and

psychographic trends to heart and start speaking to a new, younger audience I call the

young affluents.

Members of this segment are ages 25-plus with household incomes of more than

$100,000. With more disposable income than older generations, especially at the same

age, these millennials currently present the biggest opportunity for luxury brands in the US.

Young affluents have cash and are ready to spend it on their first big, splashy purchases.

For them, the right watch, car, clothes, jewelry and other top-tier goods and services still

produce cachet. The brands they select say something about them, and they are enjoying

their newfound spending power.

To reach this group, luxury brands should consider a four-pronged approach:

1. Tell inspirational stories

Selling a dream – the idea that people will see a brand as a realization of a hope or

ambition – is dead.

Younger consumers want to be inspired to buy, and pay a premium for, luxury items. To do

that, luxury brands need to start having conversations with them, not just at them.

Chanel has done this by telling the story of founder, Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel. Stories that

celebrate her passionate nature, her audacity and her avant-garde style have helped sell a

handbag and a fragrance.

2. Optimize your channel mix

Smart brands go where their audiences live, not where they themselves are historically

comfortable. This means engaging consumers across several different connection points.



One of the first items on any luxury brand’s agenda must be a shift away from print, where

magazine reach has fallen to less than 40 percent among this audience.

The good news, however, is that these consumers are online and use digital to discover

and find inspiration in new ideas and brands.

To take advantage, brands should consider allocating more dollars to digital- and mobile-

led media, supported by above-the-line channels such as television, out of home and print,

in that order.

Sephora has done this by leveraging mobile to create Tinder-like features that help

shoppers find the right beauty products and make-up tools among the thousands available

for purchase.

3. Create high-quality, personalized content at scale

As consumer preferences become more sophisticated and personalized, brands must do a

better job of creating experiences that resonate.

A traditional TV commercial or print campaign can no longer be repeated in digital: creative

can and must be personalized. This is where data is key.

Programmatic technologies allow us to serve the right messages, to the right people, at the

times when they are most likely to engage.

Warby Parker has revolutionized the U.S. eyeglass business by creating a strong online

brand that insulates the company from copycat competitors. Central to its approach is a

messaging strategy centered on storytelling, creating partnerships with other fun brands and

focusing on creating unique experiences.

4. Lean into consumer-generated content



While most luxury companies are still pushing messages out in a one-way fashion, some

are beginning to engage directly with consumers.

Why? Because young affluents are accustomed to making and sharing their own content,

and they are certainly used to having two-way conversations with brands. Brands that

communicate openly and honestly are favored.

Estée Lauder, for example, has been using reverse mentoring to ensure its senior

management is as facile with today’s communications tools and preferences as the

younger members of its marketing team. This is helping the brand create new lines such as

Estée Edit that is designed to stand out in social media environments.

ALL OF THIS takes a certain amount of bravery.

But brands willing to truly engage, inspire and step out of their comfort zone are and will be

rewarded.

Article originally published in Luxury Daily, click here to visit. 
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